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Mixing Drivers in Clock-Tree for Power Supply
Noise Reduction

Yakov Kaplan and Shmuel Wimer, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In today's process technologies, power supply noise
may cause serious clock jitter and circuit malfunction. Noise
occurs by the fast and simultaneous voltage switching. A primary
contributor to the noise is the clock-tree and the underlying
sequential circuits that switch simultaneously, thus causing high
current peaks. This work proposes to spread the switching of
the clock-tree drivers, while maintaining low skew at the sinks
of the tree, where the clocked circuits are connected. Driver
switching characterization has been used for fast computation
of peak currents, delays and slopes, integrated in a two-phase
algorithm. It first constructs the clock-tree in a top-down tra-
versal, employing a mix of high threshold voltage (HVT) and
weak low threshold voltage (LVT) clock-drivers. A bottom-up
delay correction phase then takes place, aiming at clock skew
minimization. The algorithm was implemented in 40 nanometers
TSMC process technology, achieving 35% to 70% clock-tree peak
current reduction, translated to similar reduction in power supply
noise. The proposed method can easily be combined with other
existing methods to further reduce the noise.
Index Terms—Clock drivers, clock network, clock-tree, power

supply noise.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE POWER supply instantaneous voltage drop in today's
VLSI designs, known as power supply noise (henceforth

noise for short), is a major concern [1]. Noise of a very few
hundreds millivolts causes clock jitter and circuit malfunction
[2]. Process technology scaling escalates the fluctuations occur-
ring in and . There, the underlying resistance, capac-
itance, and peak current switching are growing up, thus
increasing the noise.
Power noise analysis comes to the simple Ohm low of multi-

plying peak current by the power network impedance. The noise
can therefore be reduced by lowering the impedance or avoiding
high current peaks. The construction of a proper power distri-
bution network having low resistance and inductance, and high
capacitance, has been extensively studied [3]–[6]. We focus on
reducing the peak current and its time derivative , which
has also been treated by various techniques [8], [10], [12], [13],
[15]–[22], [26].
Peak current reduction achieves the following goals:
1) Reduction of the on-die voltage drop, where the resis-

tance dominates the impedance.
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Fig. 1. Peak supply current reduction by clock signal misalignment.

2) Reduction of the voltage drop occurring at
the package level, where the inductance dominates the
impedance.

3) Reduction of the clock jitter which is directly affected by
voltage drop [7].

4) Improving the utilization of the de-coupling capacitors by
increasing their effective distance that is inversely propor-
tional to [6].

The clock related voltage switching is a primary contributor
of the power noise [8].While the logic signal switching is spread
over the entire clock cycle, the switching of the clock-tree and
the sequential circuits is occurring simultaneously, causing high
current instantaneous peaks. The clock network is therefore a
natural candidate to treat for peak current remedy. To obtain
proper and robust sequencing of the logic, the clock skew must
stay within prescribed limits, usually not exceeding 5% of the
clock cycle [9]. Peak current reduction is therefore a delicate
task, for which several approaches have been proposed.
Peak current reduction by minimizing its component caused

by the flip-flops (FFs) switching was first proposed in [10]. Its
underlying idea is illustrated in Fig. 1. In (a) the FFs' clock
signals are aligned, causing a large and narrow supply current
pulse, compared to (b) where the clock signals are misaligned,
thus resulting in a smaller current pulse, spread over longer time.
A clock rescheduling procedure was proposed which utilized
the allowable skew. Skew consumption technique was first pre-
sented in [11] for timing optimization. [10] claimed for 30% re-
duction of the peak current drawn by the clock network, without
sacrificing the clock frequency.
A refinement of [10] was presented in [8], which accounted

the switching of deeper logic levels. Peak current reduction of
12% was claimed, yielding 19% reduction of the power supply
voltage variations. The work in [13] presents another technique
of dividing the allowable skew time intervals into slots. The
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Fig. 2. The idea of buffer polarity assignment. In (a), the buffer exhibits high
current at the rising (falling) edge of the clock signal. In (b), an oppo-

site situation occurs for an inverter [16].

Fig. 3. Mixing polarities of clock-drivers and FFs.

clock timing of each FF was then allocated to some slot in an
attempt to reduce the peak current. 17% peak current reduc-
tion was claimed. There is a problem in skew spreading though.
Clock rescheduling for purposes other than timing convergence
may considerably complicate the underlying design, and tech-
niques as time-borrowing [14] may not be applicable.
As in [8], [10], [12], [13], our work flattens the peak supply

current by manipulating the timing of the clock signal, but
avoids the above mentioned timing convergence drawback.
Rather than spreading the clock skew at the sinks, our method
misaligns the clock switching at the internal nodes of the
clock-tree, without consuming the skew budget. That leaves
large margin for later timing convergence. (We use the terms
far-end, sink, and leaf interchangeably). Moreover, skew
spreading methods add delay elements at the sinks, a reason
for further design complication and hardware overheads. Our
method in contrast does not require extra hardware, but rather
mixes clock-drivers of low threshold voltage (LVT) with weak
high threshold voltage (HVT) ones.
A second type of methods is reducing the peak current by

mixing clock-driver polarities, claiming for 50% reduction [15].
The idea is illustrate in Fig. 2, where the power supply current
is shown for a buffer in (a) and an inverter in (b). In Fig. 3(a) an
ordinary network is using only buffers. In Fig. 3(b), the polar-
ities of the drivers are systematically mixed, substantially re-
ducing the peak current. Local current peaks still exist due to
the uniformity of the clock-drivers in local regions (either in-
verters or buffers). To remedy those peaks, [17] proposed to use

Fig. 4. An H-tree network used by IBM\Motorola PowerPC processor [24].

the physical placement information of the clock-drivers so that
in local regions about half of the drivers are inverters and half
are buffers.
A problem arising by the clock-driver polarity method is the

uncontrolled skew occurring by different delays of inverters
and buffers residing along root-to-sink clock paths, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). [18] solved the problem by sizing the clock-drivers.
Clock skew aware polarity assignment was also proposed in
[19]–[21] which still used single size clock-drivers. A solu-
tion of noise reduction combining sizing and polarity was de-
scribed in [22]. It was lately enhanced in [16] to support multiple
power modes, by dynamically controlling the internal delay of
the clock-drivers.
Though clock-driver polarity mix is elegant, it may im-

pose considerable difficulties on the design. It was claimed in
[15]–[22] that timing is not hurt, which is true only for logic
paths connected between FFs of same polarity. Logic paths
connected between different polarities unfortunately cannot be
avoided. Such paths can use only half clock cycle for the logic
to compute, a huge design burden.
Considerable noise reduction was lately described in [26]

by using resonant clock distribution networks, generating si-
nusoidal signal. Its applicability to ordinary CMOS design is
questionable as the short-circuit power in the clocked devices is
significantly increased.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-

scribes the clock-tree structure and how noise builds-up.
Section III presents the clock-driver characterization tech-
nique for achieving computational efficiency of the algo-
rithm. Section IV elaborates on mixing HVT and LVT
drivers, followed by wire delay modeling in Section V.
Section VI describes the clock-tree construction algorithm.
Section VII presents experimental results and Section VIII con-
cludes the discussion.

II. CLOCK-TREE AND POWER SUPPLY NOISE

The construction of clock networks as a part of a SoC
design offers various topologies, such as spine, mesh, grid,
and trees [9]. No matter what network topology is used at the
system-level, the far-end local networks are implemented as
trees. Shown in Fig. 4, an H-tree topology is very popular due
to its symmetry and layout efficiency. It has been used by the
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Fig. 5. Peak current flattening (SPICE simulation). An ordinary LVT tree in
shown in red, while the green is produced by the tree proposed in this work.

PowerPC processors family [23], [24], and it is supported by
most clock-tree synthesis EDA tools.
The elegancy of H-tree is also a source of considerable

power-noise. Due to its symmetry, all the drivers at a given level
of the tree will switch simultaneously [see Figs. 1(a) and 3(a)].
This results in a progressive sequence of coherent current
peaks, cumulating to a large pulse as shown by the red wave-
form in Fig. 5. Flattening it will reduce both IR and
voltage drops. The green waveform in Fig. 5 is resulted by the
clock-tree proposed in our work, showing 40% peak reduction
and smaller .
To ensure a robust signal, clock-trees usually employ LVT

drivers, though those consume high leakage current. The coher-
ence of the clock signal at tree's internal nodes ensures small
skew at the sinks. An important question is whether the driver
uniformity and symmetry of the clock-tree is necessary for
small skew, or maybe it can be differently achieved. Our pro-
posal breaks the clock-tree symmetry and uniformity paradigm
as follows.
1) It replaces half of the LVT drivers by HVT ones.
2) It “disorders” the local peaks by locally mixing HVT and

LVT drivers, thus spreading and smoothing the local cur-
rent waveform.

3) It maintains acceptable clock signal slope and small skew
at the sinks.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF CLOCK-DRIVERS

The terms nodes and drivers are used interchangeably. The
clock-tree construction algorithm employs a top-down and
bottom-up traversals. The visit at a node requires iterative
equation solution, which involves extensive delay and slope
calculations. Using in-traversal SPICE simulations is unaccept-
ably time consuming. We rather characterize each clock-driver
beforehand and then use characteristics data instead of simu-
lations. This is far computationally efficient, whereas accuracy
is hardly hurt.
Our work used 40 nanometers TSMC process technology.

The characterization takes place at PVT=TTT corner, where
, and . The characterization

runs extensive SPICE transient simulations, using a set of
input slopes, ranging from 10 ps to 200 ps in steps of 8 ps, and a

Fig. 6. Clock-driver characterization.

Fig. 7. Clock-tree topology and modifications.

set of capacitive loads, ranging from 5 fF to 250 fF in steps
of 50 fF. Each slope-load pair is simulated
to obtain the following characteristics, shown in Fig. 6.
1) : 10% to 90% output slope.
2) : 50% to 50% propagation delay.
3) : peak current.
4) : delay from 50% at input until at

output.
5) : delay from 50% input switching until 10%

, for rising edge of the current.
6) : delay from 50% input switching until 10%

, for falling edge of current.
Clock network comprises not only drivers, but also intercon-

nects, strongly affecting the current waveform and the clock
skew. The interconnect setting includes their sizing and where
the drivers are located along those. The impact of interconnect
is modeled in a closed-form expression shown subsequently.
Consider three successive tree levels illustrated in

Fig. 7(a) and the corresponding graph representation in
Fig. 7(b). A driver at level of the tree is denoted by .
Fig. 7(c) shows a modification of the physical location of

within the tree. While some wires are shortened, others
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Fig. 8. Delay modeling of driver displacement.

Fig. 9. The delay dependency on position for HVT and LVT drivers.

Fig. 10. The slope dependency on driver position.

are lengthened. Fig. 8 models the delay changes incurring by
drivers displacement. Considering three successive drivers

, , and , let the location of and be fixed,
while is allowed to be displaced in between.
Fig. 9 shows the SPICE delays in red, and their linear approx-

imation in green for various drivers. The delay changes for HVT
and half-size LVT clock-drivers are shown to linearly depend on
their position across a wide range of wire lengths, as follows

(1)

where and are respectively the delays before and after
driver displacement by . is a picoseconds per-mi-
crometer factor, obtained by SPICE simulations. The usage
of (1) avoids expensive in-traversal SPICE simulations. It is
important to note that is just another characteristic data
of a driver, dependent on .
The changes of 's output slopes are shown in Fig. 10 to lin-

early depend on their displacement as follows

(2)

where and are respectively the slopes before and after
driver displacement by . is another characteristic
data of a driver, obtained by SPICE simulation.

IV. PEAK CURRENT REDUCTION BY CLOCK-DRIVER MIXING

The peak current is reduced by misaligning the drivers'
switching time, obtained by systematically mixing HVT and
weak LVT drivers. The notation LVT/2 denotes a weak (half
size) LVT driver. A fork of an ordinary clock-tree comprises
only LVT drivers is illustrated in Fig. 11. We use instead the

Fig. 11. Mixing LVT and HVT clock-drivers in a clock-tree.

Fig. 12. 3-level clock-tree mixing HVT and LVT/2 drivers.

two shown configurations, advised by experiments of various
configurations. The replacement of an LVT driver by two
LVT/2 ones has been shown to nicely spread the current pulse
over time, while yielding sufficient dynamic range to tune-up
the delays for achieving nearly zero skew. This is further shown
in Figs. 13 and 14.
For an -level tree with sinks, the structure proposed in

Fig. 11 results in distinct root-to-sink paths, comprising a mix
of HVT and LVT/2 drives. The leftmost path is purely LVT/2,
whereas the rightmost is purely HVT. An example of 3-level
tree is shown in Fig. 12.
The clock-tree is assumed to be binary and balanced (the

H-tree in Fig. 4 is such). This is a common assumption in the
analysis of algorithms, which does not restrict the generality of
the approach. A node of the tree is associated with the fol-
lowing parameters, derived along the tree traversal with the aid
of the characteristic data of drivers.
1) : capacitive load driven by .
2) : propagation delay from the output of the parent

to the output of its son .
3) : propagation delay from the tree's root to the

output of .
4) : voltage slope at 's output.
While the peak current is reduced, the clock skew at the sinks,

defined by the difference between the maximum and minimum
root-to-sink latencies, should be maintained nearly zero to en-
able time-borrowing in the logic design. This could be obtained
if the propagation delays from the parent in Fig. 11 to the far
ends of its sons will stay equal, thus avoiding skew accumula-
tion. Fig. 13 shows the response of the two branches, obtained
by SPICE simulation. The magnified crossing point shows that
their 50% to 50% delay difference is 3.6 ps, which is less than
0.5% of 1 GHz clock frequency. Similar behavior was observed
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Fig. 13. Propagation delays equalities of HVT and LVT/2 branches.

Fig. 14. The impact of mixing HVT and LVT/2 drivers on local peak current.

for all the clock-drivers we used. Another important advantage
is the smaller leakage current of the HVT, compared to LVT
ones.
The simulation in Fig. 13 used equal loads at the far ends

of the two branches. This alone is not sufficient to ensure the
equality of root-to-leaf delays, since the algorithm will later dis-
place the location of the load drivers. This in turn changes the
loads seen by the branches, breaking the delays equality. Such
top-down blindness is being fixed by the second, fine-tuning
bottom-up phase.
Fig. 14 shows how the local peak current is reduced by the

HVT and LVT/2 mix. The waveform in (a) is of a nominally
sized LVT driver. Thewaveform in (b) is of two cascaded LVT/2
drivers and an HVT driver. The waveform in (c) shows the total
current pulse drawn from the supply by the mix, presenting 43%
reduction of the peak.

V. WIRE DELAY MODELING

Consider the RC-delay model of the fork illustrated in
Fig. 15(a), where the root driver with internal resistance

is either HVT or LVT/2. Fig. 15(b) models the delay
from the root driver to the HVT and the first LVT/2 drivers,
while Fig. 15(c) models the delay from the first LVT/2 to
the second LVT/2 driver. and denote the input
gate capacitance of HVT and LVT/2 delivers, respectively.

and denote the resistance
and capacitance, respectively, of the wire connecting the parent
to the HVT driver, where and are per-micrometer

Fig. 15. Delay model of a clock-driver fork.

resistance and capacitance coefficients, respectively, and is
a wire length variable. Similar notations are used for LVT/2
wire connection.
Using Elmore delay model [25], the delay from the parent

to the HVT driver is

(3)

The delay from the root to the first LVT/2 driver is

(4)

The delay from the first to the second LVT/2 driver is

(5)

With the expressions of , and in (3)–(5), the delay
of every root-to-sink can be calculated by summing the appro-
priate branch delays. Consider for instance the 2-level clock-
tree of Fig. 16(a), showing an ordinary clock-tree with a fork
length parameter , and a 2X level-to-level wire length reduc-
tion factor (as in the H-tree in Fig. 4). Fig. 16(b) is the new
tree, where wire lengths variables are introduced to tune
the root-to-sink delays for skew nullification. A solution finds
appropriate locations of drivers in their branches. Driver-to-
driver interconnects lengths are variables, while their partial
sums must satisfy branch lengths constraints, dictated by the
methodology of 2X level-to-level wire length decrease.
For an -level tree with sinks, wire-length variables use

the triplet notation of the drivers, where,
is the tree level, is the driver's index within the
level, and is used to distinguish between the first and
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Fig. 16. Indexing of the clock-tree wire length variables.

second LVT/2 drivers. For the sake of notation uniformity an
HVT driver is always indexed by 1. Driver's incoming wire in-
herits its triplet from the driver. In the above convention
the wires connecting outputs of the leaf drivers to their loads are
assumed to reside at level 3.

VI. ALGORITHM FOR CLOCK-TREE CONSTRUCTION
The algorithm comprises two phases. The first is a top-down

traversal, where the clock-tree is constructed and a small peak
current is obtained. It also ensures that the skew at the tree's
leaves does not escape. This is a good starting point for a second,
bottom-up traversal phase, aiming at skew nullification by fine
adjustments of the clock-drivers positions. The second phase
has a very small impact on the peak current, which has already
been reduced in the first phase.
Starting at the root, at each visited node the top-down tra-

versal does the following:
1) Substitutes of a mixed fork shown in Fig. 11.
2) Calculates the delay from the root, and the slope at the

output of both the HVT and LVT/2 branches.
3) Adjusts the position of the HVT driver to ensure equal

delays from the root to the downstream load of the HVT
and LVT/2 drivers. The delay equalization is solved by a
binary search, using the driver's characteristics.

Starting at the leaves, at each visited node the bottom-up tra-
versal does the following:
1) Calculates the delay differences resulted by the top-down

phase due to its blindness to the exact location of the down-
stream HVT load. That happens by the position adjustment
of the HVT driver which takes place at a son fork.

2) Nullifies of the skew at the node by location fine tuning of
the first LVT/2 and the HVT drivers.

The main components of the algorithm are subsequently elabo-
rated.

A. Current Waveform Derivation
Once the bottom-up traversal completes, the entire clock-tree

is determined. The current waveform at the tree's root can ac-
curately be derived by summing the currents drawn by the in-
dividual drivers [8], [10]. Based on , , and

defined in Fig. 6, a triangular approximation of the
driver's current waveform is defined by three time parameters ,
and shown in Fig. 17.
The accuracy of the driver characterization combined with

the RC model is shown in Fig. 18. The red waveform shows the
current of a 5-level tree (32 sinks). It is obtained by summing the
current triangles of the individual drivers. The green waveform
is obtained by SPICE. Very good fitness is shown. The experi-
mental results section shows a good fitness across a wide range
of trees.

Fig. 17. Approximation of the current pule at a driver.

Fig. 18. Current waveform build-up, approximation (red) vs. SPICE (green).

Fig. 19. Wire length budgeting in fork substitution.

B. Top-Down Peak Current Reduction

Fig. 19 illustrates the fork substitution with respect to an
ordinary clock-tree, where the nodes are indexed for reference.
We denote by the wire length connecting points and ,
and by the 50% to 50% propagation delay along the wire.

and denote the intrinsic delay of HVT and
LVT/2 clock-drivers, respectively. Recall that those depend
of their input slope and output load, and can be obtained by a
two-dimensional linear interpolation of the characteristic data
described in Section III, which can be tabulated and stored in
memory at run-time.
Fig. 19(a) shows the 2X level-to-level wire length decrease

factor (see the H-tree in Fig. 4). There is . For
an -level tree with size defined for its root fork, the entire
root-to-leaf size is maintained
by the top-down construction. Given the size of a parent fork,
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the tree in Fig. 19(b) maintains wire length invariance by im-
posing total length on two successive tree
levels as follows

(6)

where is a variable being set to resolve delay equality con-
straint of the two fork's branches. The initial division of the

budget in (6) into , and portions is
based on many experiments, showing that with such setup a
wire length solution for local delay equality of the two fork's
branches can always be found.
As already mentioned, there is some blindness in the delay

equalization. At the substitution of a fork, its branch's down-
stream capacitive loads are not accurately known. Still, the tem-
porary delay equalization ensures that the skew is not escaping,
so the bottom-up wire lengths fine tuning can later nullify it.
Referring to Fig. 19(b), the delay equalization implies

(7)

Notice the dependence of drivers' intrinsic delays in (7) to their
position in the tree's branches, whose lengths affect their input
slope and output capacitive load. For the wire delays in (7) there
is [25]

(8)

(9)

where and are per-micrometer wire resistance and ca-
pacitance, respectively. is the gate capacitance of the TSMC
40 nanometers drivers used for this study.
The intrinsic delays of the drivers are obtained from the char-

acteristic data. To find , and used in (7),
the slope at point 1 in Fig. 19 is known from the parent fork
calculations, and the wire loads 1–2 and 1–6 can be calculated
from , and . Those are used to propagate the slope
from point 1 to 2 and to 6. The loads of the drivers connected
at points 2 and 6 can also be calculated. To find their intrinsec
delays as a function of , a standard two-di-
mensional interpolation is used. A similar two-dimensional in-
terpolation can find the slopes at points 3 and 7.
To complete the fork calculations, it is required to further

propagate the delay and slope from point 7 to 8, and then from
8 to 9. Those are obtained by similar equations as (8), (9).
Fig. 19(b) shows that the fork calculations depend on , that
should solve (7). The solution can be obtained by any search
method, where iterations require recalculation of the fork's
right branch delays, for which we used a binary search.
We subsequently elaborate on the calculations of the

left son fork emanating at point 9, shown in Fig. 20.
The first step is to define the fork's total length budget.
For the fork emanating at point 1 it was

. For its left son fork emanating at point 9 it is
3D/10+D/4= . The

length from points 9 to 11 should consume of that budged,
yielding altogether .
In the right branch of the left son fork in Fig. 20, the length
between points 9 and 10 (corresponding to in the parent) is

sought such that delays equality as in (7) are solved for that fork.
By similar considerations, half of , namely , is passed

Fig. 20. Wire length solution to ensure delay equalities at sibling son drivers.

to the fork emanating at point 3 in Fig. 20. Its length budget is
therefore , where a portion
of it is allocated for the wire between points 3 and 5. The branch
length between points 3 and 4 should solve (7).

C. Bottom-Up Delay Corrections
The solution of (7) is blind to the later solution of son forks,

and the downstream capacitive loads assume the default setting
in Fig. 19(b). Those loads are subsequent changed, so the de-
lays and slopes calculated at points 3 and 9 in Fig. 20 become
inaccurate. The delay inequalities are bottom-up resolved by po-
sition adjustments of the LVT/2 driver residing between points
6 and 7 in Fig. 20. The wire length between points 1 and 9, dic-
tated by the top-down construction, remains unchanged. When
the bottom-up phase is invoked, the lengths , and shown in
Fig. 20, are already determined for the entire tree.
Comparing Fig. 20 with 19(b), the delay discrepancy at point

3 occurs due to the difference between the length
which has been used for the top-down delay calculation from
point 3 to points 4 and 5, while the substitution of the son fork
changed those to and to , respectively. The ac-
curate delay at point 3 can be recalculated from the linear (1) by
accounting for the differences and

at the right and left branches, respectively. The
delay correction at point 3 is therefore

(10)

The delay correction at point 9 is

(11)

where is a compound linearization factor between
points 6 and 9.
The equality of all the latencies to leaves in a sub-tree is

the invariant of the bottom-up correction. The evaluation of
(10) and (11) ensures that the latencies and , shown in
Fig. 21(a), are known (though not equal yet). Once with

are equalized, they will stay so regardless of any further
bottom-up manipulation at higher tree levels since they share a
common path to sink. We subsequently describe how
is nullified. In terms of Fig. 20 the solution of

(12)
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Fig. 21. Invariants of the bottom-up latency equalization.

is in order. Equation (12) is numerically solved by adjusting the
position of the LVT/2 driver connected between points 6 and
7 in Fig. 20, where the wire length between points 1 and 8 is
unchanged. The solution of (12) is also using driver character-
istics. Another delicate point to consider is the solution of (12)
that changes the load seen at point 1 in Fig. 20, which changes
in turn the slope at point 1. Those variations are accounted in
the numerical solution with the aid of the linearization in (2).
Fig. 21(b) exemplifies the three lowermost levels of a tree,

where and are the root-to-leaf latencies.
Notice that each of the four lowest forks at points 4, 5, 6, and
7 satisfies the invariant property of left and right branch delay
equalities by the top-down construction. It is guaranteed since
the loads at the leaves are FFs' clock inputs, which are accurately
known. The operation taken at point 2 in Fig. 21(b) aims at
equating with , and similarly at point 3 for with

, resulting in the situation of Fig. 21(a).
A software implementation comment is in order. Though the

top-down and the bottom-up are conceptually distinct phases,
involving different computations, they can be captured in a
single recursive procedure. When the recursion enters into
a node (top-down), fork substitution takes place. When the
recursion returns from the node (bottom-up), delay equalization
is resolved.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several clock-trees have been implemented in TSMC 40
nanometers technology, showing 35% to 70% reduction of
the peak current compared to ordinary trees. Skews and their

Fig. 22. Peak current reduction of clock-trees obtained by fork substitution
algorithm.

Fig. 23. Accuracy of fork substitution algorithm compare to SPICE.

sensitivity to input slopes have been measured by the algorithm
and by SPICE, showing good fitness to each other.
Figs. 22 shows the peak current of 3-level tree in (a) and

5-level trees in (b), comprising 8 and 32 sinks, respectively. The
waveforms are derived by SPICE. The red waveforms are of or-
dinary trees employing LVT drivers, while the green ones are
those of the trees mixing HVT and LVT/2 drivers, showing 35%
to 45% peak current reduction.
While the global clock network may be a mesh or a spine,

clock-trees are widely used for the local clock distribution [9].
Since such trees are more or less uniformly distributed across
the entire silicon area, it ensures the effectiveness of the power
noise reduction. The latency of the modified waveform is longer
than the original one in a reciprocal proportion of their peak
current. This is expected since the area under the waveform
(charge) should be about the same.
Fig. 23 compares the accuracy of the algorithm's delay and

slope models to SPICE simulations. 3-level and 5-level trees are
shown on (a) and (b), respectively, where the red waveforms are
obtained by the algorithm's computations, while the green ones
are SPICE results. Fitness of 10% for 3-level and 3% for 5-level
trees were measured, which are practically good.
Fig. 24 shows that the small skew premise is achieved. The

response at the leaves of a 3-level tree (8 sinks) and 5-level (32
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Fig. 24. Zero skew validation.

Fig. 25. Peak current reduction in a block of 1728 FFs.

sinks), measured by SPICE, are shown in (a) and (b), respec-
tively. It is clearly seen that all responses are crossing 50%
almost simultaneously, with less than 3 ps differences.
The algorithm has also been experimented on a real design

block with 1728 FFs, where a Clock Tree Synthesizer (CTS)
of Cadence has been used and enforced to produce clock-tree
topology. Fig. 25(a) shows the SPICE simulation results of the
current drawn by the nominal tree comprising ordinary LVT
drivers. The tree was then modified by replacing the LVT drives
with HVT and LVT/2 ones, yielding the pulse in Fig. 25(b). A
considerable reduction of 70% from 19 mA to 5.2 mA is shown.
Another important factor of the clock skew is its sensitivity

to the slope at the tree's root. To this end we simulated several
trees with slopes varying from 28 ps to 64 ps. The results shown
in Fig. 26 indicate that for a wide range of slopes and trees the
skew is maintained in the range of 1 ps to 8 ps. For 1 GHz clock
frequency this is in the worst case less than 1% of the 1.0 ns
clock cycle.
We finaly show the sensitivity of the mixed clock tree to

forcess variations. To this end a 6-level tree has been simulated
with SPICE in slow, typical, and fast corners. The sensitivity
of the skew to slopes at the tree's root is presented in Fig. 27.
The robustness of the tree construction algorithm is shown by
the similar behavior is all corners. For the worst case of slow
corner the skew varies from 4 ps to 10 ps, which still does not
exceed 1% of the clock cycle.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed to reduce the peak supply current and its time

derivative by spreading over time the switching of the clock-tree
drivers, while maintaining low skew at the sinks of the tree. The

Fig. 26. Skew sensitivity to slope of clock signal at tree's root.

Fig. 27. Skew sensitivity to process variations.

spread was achieved by mixing HVT and weak LVT drivers
in the clock-tree. A two-phase top-down and bottom-up tree
construction algorithm was presented. It was implemented in
40 nanometers TSMC process technology, achieving 35% to
70% clock-tree peak current reduction. The method proposed is
different than other peak supply current reduction techniques,
but can easily be combined with those to further reduce power
supply noise. Using for instance both buffers and inverters as in
[15]–[22] will further reduce the peak current, due to the clock
opposite phases.
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